COOLER MOUNT KIT
Part #925151 - Cooler Mount Kit with Handles
Part #925152 - Handles Only (no Cooler Mount)

Note! This kit is designed for and will only fit the ATI SuperCase® with a shorty tailhousing

1. The transmission needs to be out of the vehicle to install the special long case bolts.

2. Remove the top two bolts that retain the bellhousing to the transmission case. Run a 7/16-14 thread tap through the holes. The backside of the bolt holes may need to be touched by a die grinder to smooth the casting.

3. Install the special long bolts into the case. Torque to 40 ft/lb.

4. Install the stainless spacers on the bolts, followed by the front handle and secure with lock nuts.

5. Install the rest of the kit per the diagram.

6. The rear handle may require shimming with flat washers (not supplied).

7. Optional - Install rubber grip to inside of handles.